Introduction
The MC3926 and 1E38 detonators were developed based on studies conducted by Quality, Production, and Development personnel. In the early stages of the programs, the tape process studies were documented in memos. To formally record these studies and make them easily available to interested persons, these memos are being compiled as Mound technical reports. This report documents research performed by R. S. Ramachandran in December 1986.
Ramachandran conducted the studies to investigate the accuracy and precisioh of the Laseruler, a nondestructive tool used to measure substrate thickness. In this study, the thickness of copper on finished bridge circuits was measured with the Laseruler. Three standard gauge blocks were examined. Analyses showed the Laseruler accuracy to be 3.7 pin. on the 0.120-in. standard, 2.8 pin. on the 0.100-in. standard, and 1.3 pin. on the 0.050-in. standard.
The precision (1 sigma), or total standard deviation, of the Laseruler on the gauge block standards was determined to be 4.83 pin. for the 0.120-in. standard, 3.83 pin. for the 0.100-in. standard, and 4.20 pin. for the 0.050-in. standard. A previous study on MAD-1079 bridges had shown an estimated precision of 3.62 pin. within a 164-pin. range.
Analysis of the variance showed a significant difference between measurements taken in the morning and evening and also among measurements taken on different days. In addition, a difference in measurements among operators was noted. This was caused by manual manipulation of the standards during the study and should be greatly reduced during normal inspection of bridge circuits because laseruler operation is automated.
Content
This report comprises four memos (the Laseruler Accuracy and Precision Study memo contains an additional memo) summarizing work performed in the tape process area. The memos are reproduced unedited. 
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Obi ec t ive
The objectives of these two experiments were to find the settings of the variables probe weight in ounces (WEIGHT)
time spent by the probe on the tape in seconds ('TIME)
shape, Le. flat or spherical, of the probe (SHAPE).
which minimize the variability of repeated measurement.s when using the laser ruler to measure tape thicknesses.
Experimental Designs
The first experimental can be described as follows: deviation of the three readings were computed. The run order was For each unit, the average of the three readings and the standard randomized.
for SHAPEk'S', TIMEX and WEIGHT=2 nor was there a run for SHAPE='F', TIMEM and WEIGHT=4. time constraints within one day dictated that only two NU at TIME=8 could be performed within one day.
Note that this design is not totally balanced; there was no run
Originally, these runs were to be performed, however
The second experimental plan may be described as folIows: Figure 1 shows, for the first experiment, the average of five standard deviations, each standard deviaiton being based on three readings on the same unit under the same conditions. probe was used and a green pyramid indicates that a spherical probe was used. variabiIity. Also, the flat probe showed signs of deforming the surface of the tape.
From the first experiment, it cannot be determined whether the variables TIME and IYEIGHT affect the variability. For this reason the second experiment was run.
The red pyramid indicates that a flat From this graph it is apparent that the flat p r o h yieIds higher Thus a flat probe is not desirable.
With fewer required runs per day, the second experiment could include two runs at TIME=8. As a result, the second experimental design is balanced.
Again in the second experiment, the response variable was the standard deviation ot three measurements on a given unit. Since there were five units, there were five standard deviations at each combination of factors. Figure 2 shows the average of five standard deviations, each standard deviaiton being based 011 three readings on the same unir under the same conditions. Note, in this graph, that the height of the %pikes" are ali about the same. Figure 3 shows the actual standard deviations. Since the graphs are inconclusive, an analysis of variance was performed using the standard deviation as the response variabie. 
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1 ; ; Figure 1 shows no significant differences on measurements between day-to-day.
The study did exhibit an operator-to-operator variability as determined by the student t. test. slightly. higher values than for the Technician J. recorded data. were noted.
Also as seen in Figure. The previous study on MAD 1079 bridge showed an estimated Analysis o f variance on the test data showed a significant difference w i t h i n day (morning and evening measurements) and between days. Also, a s t a t i s t i c a l difference i n measurements between operators was noted. T h i s variation is because of manual manipulation of the gage block i n the study. The operator-to-operator variability should be reduced greatly d u r i n g the normal inspection of bridge c i r c u i t s because of the automatic mode of Laseruler operation. Quality Engineering recommends t h a t an environmental enclosure (for humidity/temperature control and t o minimize external factors) be installed on the Laseruler a t the actual work location t o improve the accuracy and precision of measurements. instrument for the Laseruler probe t o measure thickness dimension be considered t o further improve the accuracy.
First readings Second readings
Also, a f i n i t e location point on the These results s a t i s f y the level of accuracy and precision needed for the thickness measurement of microclad b r i d g e material on Laseruler.
measurement capability and monitor possible trends I suggest t h a t we i n i t i a t e a control chart scheme w i t h routine measurements on master standards and plot the X bar and R charts on a daily basis.
should be considered t o incorporate these control p l o t s . assistance please do not hesitate t o contact me. Objective. Tne objective of this experimgnt was to study the accuracy and precision of the Laser Ruler.
Experimental Design. Three standards, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.12 inches, were measured 5 times each hour for six hours per day for four days. Two operators measured the parts, each taking either the three morning readings o r the three afternoon readings. They alternated taking the morning and afternoon shifts. I f t h e p r e c i s i o n is d e f i n e d a s t h e t o t a l s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n , i n c l u d i n g O p e r a t o r -t o -o p e r a t o r v a r i a b i l i t y , Day-to-day v a r i a b i l i t y , etc. t h e n t h e p r e c i s i o n of t h e Laser R u l e r is g i v e n i n -t h e n e x t t a b l e .
(The u n i t s are i n m i c r o i n c h e s , i.e., 10 i n . )
The a c c u r a c y , d e f i n e d a s t h e a v e r a g e minus t h e t r u e v a l u e of t h e s t a n d a r d is a l s o g i v e n i n t h e t a b l e . Functioning copper foil portion of a slapper that drives the flyer.
Dimension of a bridge parallel to the electric current.
Dimension of a bridge perpendicular to the electric current.
Nondestructive technique for measuring substrate thickness; used to determine copper thickness on bridge (microclad) material.
Portion of a slapper detonator driven by rapid ionization of the bridge element. (usually 0.001-in. to 0.002-in. Kapton).
Trade name for a polyimide product produced by duPont.
Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Tool used to nondestructively measure substrate thickness; used to determine copper thickness on finished bridge circuits.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Trade name of a copper-coated polyimide produced by Fortin Industries and used in fabricating bridges and flyers.
Tool used'to create a circuit image. A phototool contains the image of the desired circuit and exposes the. image onto a chemically conditioned surface.
Radius Bridge Bridge for which the length is defined by a radius such that the center of the bridge is in the thinnest region.
Reel
Sample of material slit to a width of 35 mm and wound around a core.
Receiving Inspection Area at Mound where incoming material is inspected for conformance to specifications.
Roll
Sample of material as purchased from a vendor. A roll is the original width, usually 12 in. A roll is later slit to thinner widths to become reels.
SNLA
Square Bridge
Tape Process
Vidicom
Wet Processing Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque.
Bridge for which the width is uniform from end to end.
Method of producing flexible circuits in a reel-to-reel fashion. This process is unique to Mound.
Vision system produced by Vidicom to inspect bridge length and width.
Process of laminating, exposing, developing, etching, and stripping a flexible circuit image.
